THE UNSW STAFF SOCIAL CLUB

MOMENTUM

MOMENTUM is the latest work from Tel Aviv–based theatrical company Mayumana who come to Australia direct from Broadway. Boasting an outstanding cast of international performers, this highly unique theatrical production explores the concepts of time and space. MOMENTUM bursts onto Australian stages in a splashy, high-energy spectacle that almost defies description. A combination of music, dance, theatre, percussion and liberal doses of humour. MOMENTUM promises 90 minutes of fiery physical feats set to unstoppable rhythms and beats.

Over five million people in over 70 major cities have experienced the extraordinary talents of this company. Don't miss their first-ever Australian Tour!

"Totally family-friendly. The dancers jump, run, leap, swing, sing, scream and sweat."
TimeOut, New York

"Original and smashing production with a vivacious beat..."
Rotterdam, 2009

"Innovative and entertaining! It’s full throttle for the entire 90 minutes!"
NY-1 News

"Entertainment at its best"
Berliner

"An international extravaganza of dance, music, humor and acrobatics."
Toronto Star

"From the very first moment of the show the audience is spellbound...a must for your eyes, ears and your feelings!"
De Zontag 2009

Sunday, 22 May 2011, 1.00 p.m. Lyric Theatre, Star City

Details are: A RESERVE TICKETS (Stalls Rows R and S)--

- Members: $60.00 (please note: the Club is subsidising an extra $4 from the cost of group tickets – a total saving of $19 from normal tickets) – max of 2 tickets.
- Guests: $64

To : Nadia Withers, School of Marketing, UNSW, Sydney NSW 2052
Momentum - Deadline: Fridday 4/3/11

NAME : -------------------------------------------------

SCHOOL/DEPT. ---------------------------------------- EXTN. NO. -----

Email Address: ---------------------------------------- Mobile No./Home No.: ------------

Members: ----- tickets at $60 (max 2) $---------------

Guests: ----- tickets at $64 $---------------

Total $---------------

A cheque for $-------- made payable to The UNSW Staff Social Club is enclosed.
Cash OK – to be hand-delivered by prior arrangement (Quad Bldg. Room 3031B).